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.THE FOURTH PARADOX OF ZENO: 

An Interpretation of Aristotle Physics 239 B33- 240 Al8 

by P. J. Bicknell 

(University of Natal) 

The paradox of the stadium has never been interpreted and explained to the 
satisfaction of all scholars. First, the text of Aristotle is apparently obscure, and 
the readings doubtful; secondly, it has been doubted whether Aristotle really 
understood Zeno's argument, and whether the fallacy that he points out was 
really committed by the Eleatic. Some scholars believe that Aristotle is correct, 
others that he failed to comprehend Zeno's discussion. A few try to make a 
compromise 1. 

In the following I shall try and show that the normal interpretation of 
Aristotle is not the one that follows logically from the ·text, and that conse
quently the argument assumed by scholars is not the correct one. 

It will be seen that the argument is somewhat subtler than is usually con
ceived, and that although Aristotle's explanation is nowhere misleading, it leaves 
much to be desired. Possibly his exposition depended upon diagrams now lost 2, 

In fact without diagrams it cannot be understood, and I append a series of 
numbered figures to the commentary. 

Text and critical apparatus. 
-rhap-roc; o' 0 7tepl. -r&v EV -r(j) cr-rao(cp XLVOU(J.EVWV €;~ evor.v-r(or.c; 'lcrwv oyxwv 

7tetp' ~crouc;, -r&v (J.tV &.1to -rsA.ouc; -rou cr-rao(ou, -r&v o' &.11:o (J.Ecrou, ~crcp -rcX.xeL, 
EV <1> O'U(J. ~or. LVC:LV O~C:'t'IXL ~crov dvetL xp6vov -r(j) omAetcrLcp 't'OV ~[.LLO'UV (1 ). 
EG't'L o' 0 7tetpO:AO'(LO'(J.Oc; EV -r(j) 't'O fJ.EV 7tetp~ XLVOUfJ.C:VOV 't'O Ot 7tetp' ~pefJ.OUV 
-ro ~crov (J.Eye6oc; &:~LOuv -r(j) 'lcrcp -rcX.xeL -rov 'lcrov cpspecr6etL x.p6vov .... (2 ). 
otov E:cr-rwcretv oi tcr-r&-rec; ~O'OL oyxoL ecp' (l)v .. ~ AA, oi o' ecp' (l)v .. ~ BB 
&.px.6fJ.C:VOL cX7t0 -rou [.LEO'OU -r&v A a) 'lcrOL 't'OV &:pL6(J.OV -rou-roLc; CJV-rec; xetl. -ro 
(J.Eye6oc;, oi o' ecp' (l)v -r~ rr &:11:o -rou ecrxcX.-rou, ~croL -rov &pL6(J.oV ov-rec; 
-rou-roLc; xetl. -ro (J.Eye6oc; xetl. tcro-retxdc; -ro~c; B (3 ). cru(J.~et(veL o~ -ro 11:p&-rov B 
&[.LIX E7tL -ri{l ecrx<hCJl dvetL xetl. -ro 7tp&-rov r, mt.p' aAA"YJAet XLVOUfJ.EVWV (4). 
O'U(J.~etLVC:L oE: 't'O rb) 7tetp~ mJ:v-ret .. ~ A c) OLe~e),"fJAU6EVetL, 't'O oE: B 7tetp~ .. ~ 
~(J.LO''YJ (5 )• &cr-rz 1~(J.LO'UV dvetL 't'OV xp6vov· ~crov y~p E:xcX.-rep6v EO''t'L 7tor.p' 
~xetcr-rov (6 ). &.{J-et oE: O'U(J. ~ etLVC:L .. ~ Bd) 7to:p~ 7tclV't'et .. ~ r 7tetpC:A'YJAU6EVetL (7) . 
&.{J-et yap gcr-retL 't'O 7tp&-rov r xed 't'O 7tp&-rov B E7tL -ro~c; EVetV't'LOLc; ecrx.cX.-rOLc;, 
[~crov x.p6vov 7tetp' ~xetcr-rov '(Lyv6(J.C:VOV -r&v B, ocrov 7tep -r&v A, &c; Cf>YJaLV] e) 

OL~ '!o &:fJ.cp6'!epu. taov x.p6vov 7tetp~ -r~ A y(yvecr6etL • 

1 The best bibliography of older works on the question is to be found in Zeller History 
of Greek Philosophy 1 G755. Lee's book Zeno of Elea provides the most detailed treatment 
of all aspects of the paradoxes. 

Discussions of the text are those of Ross (in his edition of Aristotle's Physics), Cornford 
(Loeb), and Gaye [Oxford translation, Vol. II, ad loc., and J:Ph. 31 (1908)} . Gaye also 
offers the most striking attempt at interpretation and one accepted by Bertrand Russell 
(Principle of Mathematics, 342 ff., and Our Knowledge of the External World, 181-183) . 

11 Surely Aristotle would have used these in his exposition to his pupils, even if they 
were not included among the lecture notes. 
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a) (.J.~crou EHIJl, (.J.~crou -r:wv A FJ2K. Ross reads the former, thus deviating 
from what he admits to be the common reading. 

b) oE: -r:o ElFHJKAS and Ross, o~ -r:a E2J. 
c) -r:a A E2FJKAPS, -r:a B (which Ross brackets) HI. 
d) -r:a KAS. E has -r:o oc~ which Ross uses to justify his reading. 
e) see below, p. 44. 

TRANSLATION. The version that follows is not meant to be good English, 
only to bring out the meaning of the text. 

The fourth argument is about equal bodies moving in a stadium in opposite 
directions at the same speed, some of them moving from the end of the stadium, 
others from the centre. Zeno thinks that half the time can now be proved equal 
to its double. The fallacy lies in the supposition that a body in motion with 
equal speed takes the same time in passing a body of equal mass, regardless 
of whether that body is at rest or in motion. Let the bodies of equal mass 
at rest be AA . . . Let a group of similar bodies, equal to the A's in number 
and size, start from their centre. Call these BB ... Finally, let a third group 
of bodies, CC . . ., equal to the former in size and number start from the end 
of the A's, travelling at exactly the same speed as the B's. 

'Then it follows that the first of the B, and the first of the C group of bodies 
moving past each other are simultaneously at the limits of their course. And 
it follows that the C has gone through all the A's and the B through only half 
of them. 

'Thus, the time spent by the B passing through the A's is half that consumed 
by the C doing the same (for each body takes an equal time to get past another). 

'At the same time it follows that the B's have passed by all the C's (for the 
first C and the first B simultaneously reach the opposite limits, both taking an 
equal time in passing the A bodies.) Such is the argument, and it depends on 
the aforementioned fallacy.' 

There follows a detailed commentary on the portions of text as marked off 
by numbers. Each part of the commentary is preceded by the translation. 

T1'ans. 1)- 2): The fourth argument is about equal bodies moving in a stadium 
in opposite directions at the same speed, some of them moving from the end 
of the stadium, others from the centre. Zeno thinks that half the time can be 
proved equal to its double. The fallacy lies in the supposition that a body in 
motion with equal speed takes the same time in passing a body of equal mass, 
regardless of whether that body is at rest or in motion.' 

1). The obscurity of this passage has been generally admitted, and yet super
ficially it seems innocent enough. We cannot interpret it without proceeding 
further. Gaye thought that Zeno was trying to prove half the time Olzt) equal 
to double the time (2t) and produces very ingenious and almost convincing 
arguments. Other commentators have taken om:A!Xcr(<p as meaning double the 
half, that is the whole time 3. 

3 At first sight, most scholars would assume that Zeno is trying tO prove+= 2t 

and Gaye accepting this made it the basis of his article. Most other scholars feel forced 
to assume that Aristotle intends us to understand 'half the time to be equal to its double' 
- that is the whole time. So Burnett Early Greek Philosophers. It is hard to feel happy 
about the difficulty. Ross thinks that Burnett's interpretation is just as natilral as Gaye's. 
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2) The fallacy will be discussed later. 

Trans. 3). 'Let the bodies of equal mass at rest be AA . .. Let a group of similar 
bodies, equal to the A's in number and size start from their centre. Call these 
BB ... Finally, let a third group of bodies, CC . . ., equal to the former in size 
and number start from the end of the A's, travelling at exactly the same speed 
as the B's.' 

Aristotle must have supplied a diagram. Heath 4, Ross, Gaye and others 
accept the situation of Diagram 1. Nevertheless, I cannot see how it can be 
reconciled with what Aristotle tells us, unless we violate the meaning and choose 
inferior readings. 

If we assume, as we are told in 1) that the last C actually touches the end of 
the stadium, then so far Diagram 1 calls for no objection. Further reconciliation 
of text and diagram is difficult. Aristotle later tells us that the first C has 
passed all the A's which is impossible on the usual diagrams. Ross there
fore changes the best reading. Secondly, 3) informs us that the B's 
begin from the middle of the A's - which they do, while the C's begin at the 
end. In spite of the other commentators -to ~crx&.-tov cannot be equated with 
't'O 't'SAoc;, which Aristotle could have easily repeated. Ross again avoids the 
difficulty by dropping the sufficiently well-attested 't'WV A. It is far more likely 
that this was lost from the text than that it crept in. The latter emendation by 
Ross might be more defensible if he had not already been forced into the 
former; for which there is even less justification. 

The text suggests the arrangement of Diagram 3, which the ancient com
mentator Pacius 5 accepted while misunderstanding the argument. 

In Diagram 3 the C's start out from the goal, and begin at the end of the A's, 
while the B's start in the middle of the course and of the A's. Ross raises the 
slight objection that the front B starts from the middle of the course, while 
the REAR C starts from the goal. As Ross says, however, the diagram would 
have made this clear, and Aristotle is similarly careless in 4). 

The worst difficulty confronting the supporters of Diagram 1 is the explan
ation of 't'o (J.Ecrov . Ross explains it as meaning the turning point of the course, 
and that both it and 't'O 't'e),oc; refer not to position, but to direction. He has 
to admit, however, that his use of [LEcrov is unique, as there is a perfectly good 
word XOC(J.TCTijpe:c; . Even worse, why should it be supposed that more than one 
length is run. 

Trans. 4). 'Then it follows that the first of the B, and the first of the C group 
of bodies moving past each other are simultaneously at the limits of their 
course.' 

; 1 Ross believes that the position in Diagram 2 is now reached and translates 
accordingly. He further remarks that the only position answering to this 
description, which could be reached from Diagram 3, is Diagram 5 when the 
front B is level with the last C and vice versa. 

Nevertheless, it seems equally possible to interpret ~crx&."cp here, and 

4 Heath Greek Mathemaths I, 271 ff. 
5 Pacius Nattt1·alis Awctt!tationis Lib. VIII. His suggestions are always interesting and 

acute. 
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especially &vC!.v-rlc.~c; &crx&-ro~c; below, with Diagram 4. If we assume that the 
path of the B's is from the middle to the end of the stadium, and that the path 
of the Cs is from the end to the middle, the 'limit' of each path is the end or 
middle of the course for the B's and Cs respectively. Thus, in Diagram 4 the 
two lines of moving bodies have each reached the opposite limit and changed 
places. Further B1 itself has reached the limit or end from which the group 
of Cs set out, and C1 has reached the limit or end from which the Group of B's 
set out. It may be objected that Aristotle's language is slightly confused and 
careless, but the diagram which the lecturer expected his students to have, would 
make everything clear. 

Trans. 5). 'And it follows that the C has gone through all the A's in succession, 
and the B through only half of them.' 

In order to support his view, Ross has to reject the best reading -reX: A 
(E2FJKAPS), and also the variant -reX: B (HI), because one would naturally 
take it with the subsequent -ro B . He translates, however, as if -reX: B were 
read, but secludes it. A curious procedure! Simplicius and Gaye, though ac
cepting Diagram 2, read -rO: A . They presume that part of the argument is 
suppressed for the sake of conciseness. They argue that it is true that C1 has 
passed all the A's, because it has passed all the B's, and the A's are equal to the 
B's, and it takes an equal time to pass an equal body, regardless of whether that 
body is at rest or in motion. This may sound plausible, but surely it is un
acceptable. What is the point of saying that the first C has passed all the A's 
when it has not? True, it has passed the equivalent of 4A's, but not four actual 
A's. Accepting Diagrams 1 and 2, the argument is as follows : B1 has passed two 
A's, while C1 has passed four B's. Since all the bodies are equivalent in size, B1 
must have taken half the time of C1. Yet B1 has passed four Cs, therefore in 
the same time it has passed two and four bodies, and therefore half the time is 
equal to the whole. Nowhere in the argument is it supposed that B1 has 
passed 4A's, merely that it has passed the distance occupied by four bodies of 
similar size to itself. 

Thus, besides being complicated, Gaye's argument does not make sense H. The 
only initial position that can satisfy 5) and 4) is diagram 4. 

We shall now proceed to the argument as Aristotle sees it. It will immediately 
become clear that Aristotle is obscure, and leaves some points to be assumed, 
also that his explanation would be almost unintelligible without illustration. 
The latter point is not so important; as to the former, some may find this an 
objection. I can only call attention to the fact that the initial position of diagram 
-3 is the most economic one as far as the text is concerned, and that unless we 
are conservative with the text we are thrown into a morass of conjecture. Dia
gram 3 granted, diagram 4 follows, and the actual argument itself is quite clear. 
Aristotle's brevity is not an overwhelming obstacle. 

u So far he thinks he has proved t =+he must now go on to show that t = 2t and that 

therefore+= 2t. He does this by a~ audacious interpretation of the final sentences 

in Aristotle which may be found best presented in the notes to his Oxford translation. 
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Trans. 5) - 7). 
5) 'And it follows that the C has gone through all the A's, and the B through 

only half of them. 
6) 'Thus the time spent by the B in passing through the A's is half that 

consumed by the C doing the same. For each body takes an equal time to pass 
another. 1 

7) 'At the same time it follows that the B's have passed all the C's.' 
I have printed the three sentences together for convenience. Note that 

Aristotle uses 8LE~E)·:YJA.u8kvcc:L in 5) and 7tcc:pEA'YJAU8kvcc:L in 7). If we accept 
Diagram 2, then the distinction is meaningless. Now, however, there is a reason. 
B1 and C1 'have gone through A's successively' while all the B's 'have gone right 
past: the C's - thus leaving them behind, and we actually see from Diagram 4 
that there is a gap between them. The distinction becomes even more obscured 
if we read with Ross in 7) 't'O 7tp&'t'ov B instead of 't'!X B (KAS). Both he 
and Cornford point out that E reads 't'O a:~, but this is an unnecessary resource 
as long as we start with the correct diagram. 

Let us now try to see what argument Aristotle is trying to put forward. 
What 3) says is perfectly true if we inspect diagram 4, and so is 7). What 

Aristotle seems to be saying then is, with respect to the A's, B1 has travelled 2A, 
and C1 has moved 4A. But B1 has moved 4C (7), and since C1 has moved 4A, 
B1 must have moved the equivalent of 4A. Therefore 4A = 2A, and if we 
suppose that the time taken to pass an A is t then 4t = 2t, and half the time 
taken to pass any one body equals the whole of it. 

All this seems very well, but it will at once be objected that Aristotle or Zeno 
is taking no account of the fact that B1 and C1 both move some distance outside 
the A's and this distance makes the total distance travelled by each equal. This 
is true, but the argument can still be reconstructed as follows, and it will be 
shown that Aristotle has merely isolated a part of it. 

Suppose that each A, B and C is of length S. (Then it follows from Diagram 
2 that the stadium is 12S long.) 

Consider the distance covered by B1 with respect to A. It may be written 
(2A + 4S) (1) 

Similarly the distance covered by C1 with respect to A is 
(4A + 2S) (2) 

Now, assuming that the fallacy pointed out by Aristotle is after all not an 
objection, consider the distance covered by B1 with respect to the C's, in order 
to reach the position of diagram 4. It may be written 

(2S + 4C + 6S) (3) 
since B1 goes two spaces before it meets the C's, passes 4Cs and settles at the 
limit 6 spaces behind them. 

(2S + 4C + 6S) may be written as 
(4C + 8S) (3a) 

Since a C is equivalent to an A, (3a) may be written 
(4A + 8S) 

Thus the distance travelled by B1 with respect to the A's is (2A + 4S) and 
with respect to the C's (4A + 8S), and since the motions take place 
-simultaneously 

(4A + 8S) = (2A + 4S) 
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Thus half the distance covered by B1 is equal to the whole, both with respect 
to its motion through the A's, and with respect to its motion outside the A's. 
Aristotle ignores the latter. 

Assume that for one body to pass another takes a time t, and from the 

equation we see that-~ = t, that half the time taken by a body to pass another 

is equal to the whole. 
The final section of Aristotle's text is merely a repeat of what he has said 

before about the final position of the bodies. The bracketed sentence must, with 
Ross, be rejected as a gloss, as it goes satisfactorily with no explanation. 

Whether this view will win acceptance I do not know. If it does not, we are 
at the mercy of any subjective manipulation of the text to try and make it yield 
diagrams 1 and 2. 

I do not intend here to give a philosophical interpretation of the paradox 
which has provoked so much comment. Most of the interpreters consider that 
the S's represent space-quanta and the t's time-quanta. Prima facie this view 
convicts Aristotle of misunderstanding the problem. I also find it hard to see 
why Aristotle (or Zeno) should speak of bodies in a stadium, if they are talking 
about indivisible extended quanta. (This difficulty becomes even greater if one 
supposes with Russell that they are unextended!) 7 

I 
ID 

I 

A A A 

-)>-

Diagram 1 

D and E mark start and goal respectively. 
,,Orthodox starting position." 

I 
El 

7 In a following article I hope to discuss the interpretation of this paradox. As Beth 
Formdations of Mathematics says, it all depends upon how relevant we take Sext. Empiricus 
Phys. II 142 ff. to be. Most modern writers accept the quantum hypothesis, e.g. Lee; Max 
Black Problems of Analysis; Kirk and Raven, PS 296. By many considered the best series 
of articles on the paradoxes are those of Cajori in the American Mathematical Monthly 
22 (1915), 1-6, 39-47, 77-82, 109-115, 143-149, 179-186, 253-258, 292-297. 
Two important articles which should be mentioned here are B. L. van der Waerden's 
'Zenon und die Grundlagenkrise der Grieschischen Mathematik' (Math. Ann. vol. 177, 
1940) and 'Die Grundlagenkrise der Griesischen Mathematik' (Kantst11dien vol. 33, 1922). 
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Diagram 2 

A A A 

B2 BI -)>-
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Diagram 3 
Actual starting position. 
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c2 I c3 

I A I 
I 
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A A A I s 

s s s I 
c41 s s 

Diagram 4 
Distance = s 
Time= t 

Velocity = sit 

A A A 

B4 B3 B2 

cl c2 c3 

Diagram 5 
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